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Well, here we are half way through September with just one competition left before the end of the season.  
Events have conspired against me flying at any comps this year and just recently, from finishing this 
newsletter too - self employment can be such a trial at times!  
Many of you will be aware that I have been testing one of those beautiful 3M 170’s in Keith Jackson’s 
Caprise (when time allows) and whilst the engine is not running to satisfaction yet, the 3 flights I have had 
with it showed the promise of a very powerful motor.  The delays encountered are partly due to my business 
workload and partly the tricky installation in the Caprise which was originally built for a YS mount, but I’ll 
write about that another time when these pages are a little thinner.
2004 European Championships Team  It went right to the wire this year with the third team place and 
reserve not being decided until the 5th Centralised at Cashmoor.  Rather than repeat what David Tappin says 
in his mini report, please turn to page 22 to find out!  The Cashmoor results are on page 19.  
2006 European Championships Bid  Due to the lack of a response to David Tappin’s plea for help to 
formulate a bid to host the 2006 Euro Champs in this country, the committee reluctantly took the decision to 
pull the plug.  One voluteer (2 counting David) was thought to be insufficient to form a credible bid in time 
for submission to the BMFA council on 20th September.
2004 Team Selection Following on from the team selection meeting in March, where it was decided the 
team should be picked from the first 3 Centralised events (to be held in central locations), it looks likely 
these venues will be Wittering, Ashbourne, Wittering. If a comp is rained off, we will try to a range a 
replacement. The 4th & 5th Centralised will be held in reserve and if all else fails, a minimum of 2 comps 
are required to count.  Bob Ailles will do his best to provide a minimum of 4 judges at each comp.
League Table  At the last meeting, the committee reviewed the latest league table scoring system formulated 
and operated by Keith Jackson.  Judging by the healthy number of competition entries this year (or maybe 
it’s been the weather!) the system seems to be working well and the committee were happy to give formal 
approval to Keith’s system on everything except double points for the Championships.
GBRCAA Annual General Meeting and Dinner  A venue and date for our AGM has now been set and we 
hope you like the format change proposed for this year:

Venue:  Holiday Inn, Leicester West. (same as in recent years)   
Date:  Saturday 15th November.
Program: 10.30 - 1.00 AGM

1.00 - 2.00 Lunch break
2.00 - 5.00 Technical Seminars
7.30 onwards Dinner & Prize giving.

Now I know you’re thinking we’ll never get through an AGM in 2½ hours but if we get started on time, 
officers reports are published beforehand, and we won’t be discussing the team selection process, it may 
just be possible.  That would leave the afternoon free for technical seminars (suggestions are welcome for 
discussion topics!).  
In the evening, if there are sufficient numbers interested, the hotel is willing to change the Houghton Suite 
from a meeting room to a dining room so we can dine in private enjoying each others company along with 
maybe a few drinks as well.  To round the evening off, it is planned that we have a guest speaker from 
outside the Association and to honour our winners with a prize giving.
Stephen Greenwood has negotiated a good rate for the room hire (as usual!), a 3 course dinner at around 
£22/head and for those who would like to stay over until Sunday, a room rate of £30/head.
If you think this is a good (or bad) idea and will attend (or not), we need to know ASAP.  Please phone 
Stephen Greenwood or other committee member with your comments and we’ll try and get it right.
Competition Certificates Earlier this year, it was decided that certificates should be presented at all 
domestic competitions even if trophies had been arranged by the CD. After obtained the original files from 
Adrian Harrison and updating them to include the new schedules and Masters class I am now set-up to print 
the exact requirement for each competition.  Just give me a call at least one week before the event and I’ll 
post them to you in time for the comp.  (Apologies for getting the Warboys and Huddersfield ones mixed up 
and sending them to the wrong addresses!!  It all got sorted out in the end.)
Alan Simmonds
Newsletter Editor. 
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LARKS 2 Day Competition – 5/6 July
The first 2 day contest in the UK (excluding Nationals, Championships, Triple Crown etc) for as long as I 
can remember took place at the LARKS club on 5/6 July 2003.  We also had a training day on the Friday.
The LARKS field is based just north of Market Harborough and is centrally located with good roads from 
the north, south and east.
LARKS could be said to be the home of aerobatics and has a strong pedigree in aerobatics and modelling 
generally.  As well as myself, Geoff Franklin, the founder of the GBRCAA was a committee member 
(until his death a few years ago).  Kath Watson – BMFA chairman until recently - was our treasurer and 
her husband, Terry Watson, who was also heavily involved in the early days of the GBRCAA is still a 
committee member.  We have Simon Johnson as treasurer – Simon won the Nationals in standard and 
senior classes in recent years.  Finally, Jon Robinson was a member.  As well as being around in the early 
days of the GBRCAA Jon also flew at TOC, Las Vegas.
LARKS has a new field which is about 3 times bigger than the old field (which is now used for helicopters) 
and is about 800 yards from the old field
I am hopeful that others who attended will put pen to paper and send in some photos.  I sincerely hope that 
my “hopes” are not in vain.  The CD has a lot to do, both before, during and after the contest so it would 
be rewarding if others took time to write something.  Those who attend should think what they do for the 
GBRCAA over the years.  If you just turn up at contests but do nothing else – eg not on the Committee, not 
a judge or CD, do not write articles etc, then you are a net receiver.  If everyone was a net receiver there 
would be no contests and no Association.  Think about it.  It is interesting to read everyone’s views, hear 
everyone’s comments.  This includes standard pilots, those at their first comp, judges etc etc.

Training Day
Believe it or not we had 13 – yes thirteen – pilots at the Training day – more than at many contests.  This 
was on a Friday so they took time off work to attend.  I was stunned at the turn out.
Flying was off the peg and because of the numbers a list was soon started – much the same as practise days 
at European and World Championships and major European Contests such as Tournoi de Champagne in 
Romilly, France.
People who flew had to pay £5 to LARKS.  Training was to cost £5 per training slot but in the end I just 
charged £5 for anyone who received training regardless of the slots taken.  The format was a lot less formal 
than that used at the official GBRCAA Training Day.  (That day was, by the way, very good and Kevin/the 
Committee should be congratulated on the format of the day.)  At LARKS I let people choose what they 
wanted to be tutored on.  At the end of the day it was clear that a lot of people still need to learn the basics 
– straight lines are not apparent in many schedules.
At one stage I had a flight myself to show people what I do, not only in the flight but in the hour or so 
leading up to the flight.  I hope people found it useful.  I also flew manoeuvres as people called them out.  
Those 1½ rebound rolls are difficult!!
One thing I should have said and didn’t – and I apologise for this – is that you should not try to change 
things at the contest.  Memorise the advice, write it down and go and practise at your home field.  If you 
try and make changes at the contest things will go wrong and your scores may be lower.  Also, the things I 

say are what work for me.  They may not work for you.  Remember, model set up is a personal thing.  You 
might hate flying my model.
The day proceeded smoothly and I left at about 7pm with aerobatic models still in the air.  Many thanks to 
Bob Ailles (who came up on the Friday morning leaving his wife Marion to travel on Friday evening alone 
and only to claim petrol for one car – remember, contests cost money for the judges. They also give their 
time!).  Thanks also to Kevin Caton and John Harrop for coaching.  Also to Roy Ransley who watches my 
flying and quietly points out mistakes.  Sometimes not so quietly resulting in father/son arguments much to 
the humour of other competitors – especially Richard Christopher.  Don’t worry, I’ve seen the Benincasas 
have a full argument with arms waving while Marco was still flying!
In the early part of the day those attending helped me set up the flight lines.  We had  morning and afternoon 
flight lines to avoid the sun.  Lines were painted on the field to show the box .  Centre flags were placed on 
the centre line.  Due to the constraints of the field these were not on the 150m line.  I feel that the painted 
lines are far more important than flags.  I can always see the lines out of my peripheral vision – even on the 
high manoeuvres.  I do not have my caller calling centre.  That is a very difficult job for a caller and I think 
that if the box is marked out properly the pilot is more likely to get it right than the caller.

Saturday
Briefing at 9.15, first flight at 10am – on the dot.  The first competitor Matthew Hoyland, Master pilot - took 
off as the clock hit 10am.  I had hoped to start earlier – 9.30am – but Club rules prevented this.
The flying order was Masters (2 pilots), FAI (6), Standard (4) and Senior (6) giving 18 pilots in total.  I 
wanted to make sure competitors felt they received value for money so I was keen to ensure we all got 
5 flights over the 2 days.  At the briefing I explained that to achieve this we would use FAI pilots to 
judge standard and senior thereby giving Bob Ailles and Steve Birchall a rest without stopping flying.  In 
addition the next competitor would need to start his engine just as the previous competitor finished the 
last manoeuvre in his schedule.  Roy Ransley ran the line and enforced this requirement.  I think everyone 
would agree it was enforced in a relaxed manner.  Everyone knew what they had to do and Roy made sure 
they did it.  Those who have attended Romilly are used to this procedure.  It seemed that some in the lower 
classes were not quite as familiar with this system.  I had a quiet word in the ears of those who were taking 
longer than I felt reasonable just explaining that if everyone took only 1 minute extra then over 3 rounds 
this would cost me 54 minutes and would seriously reduce the flying time in the air.  By Sunday it was clear 
that everyone was used to this system and people complied without being pushed.  
In addition the FAI pilots were ready to take their judging seats as soon as the FAI round was over meaning 
there was no break at all in the flying. It was great to watch the contest being “self run” so efficiently with 
Roy and myself giving some prompts and pushes when necessary.
John Harrop had a busy day, not only flying in FAI but calling for Barry McLeod, me (on the Saturday) and 
Kevin Caton.  I followed Kevin in the flying order so as Kevin was landing, Richard Christopher helped 
me and carried my Evolis out whilst Barry McLeod (I think) collected Kevin’s Dingo powered Fashion 
and John just stayed in front of the judges waiting for Kevin to move off and me to take my place.  All 
very efficient.
Many thanks to Alan Simmonds who attended and judged Standard and Senior classes on the Saturday 
and also attended on Sunday meaning I only needed one FAI pilot to judge at any one time.  Thanks to 
Keith Jackson, Kevin Caton, Richard Christopher, John Harrop and also Brian Hoare for taking a stint at 
judging.
So efficient were we at pushing the flights through that we completed 3 full rounds and also Masters 
and Standard finished their 4th round on the Saturday.  Flying started at 10am and finished a few minutes 
before 6pm meaning we had flown 60 flights in 8 hours on one day averaging 7.5 flights per hour!  I really 
think that is a fantastic achievement with a lot of the thanks to Roy Ransley and also to the competitors 
themselves for making it happen. I hope you agree it was efficient but not officious.
And by the way NOT ONE ENGINE CUT!!  Well done to everyone - great preparation and superb 
reliability.
As for the flying
Masters -  I first saw, and judged, Brian Hoare and Matthew Hoyland when they were in senior at the 
Champs in 2002.  Matthew beat Brian in the flyoff after an incredibly close fought contest.  Well, they are 
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still very close and battling it out with everything going down to the last round on the Sunday.  Brian was 
flying his Webra powered Smaragd with Matthew using his Majestic as he had a problem with an aileron 
servo on his newish CPLR designed Synergy.
FAI – We saw some very good flying of P03 from all competitors although Richard Christopher did miss 
out 4 manoeuvres in one flight.  We had 3 rounds.  I won the first 2 and Keith took round 3.  Kevin Caton 
is rediscovering his old form with an old model and a new (borrowed) Dingo.  I was still using my trusty 
old Evolis with YS140L.  John Harrop is convinced my model creaks as it lands.  I do admit that due 
to previous damage to the right undercarriage – fixed gear – I do try and touch down on the left leg and 
tailwheel!  John was flying his beautiful Angel’s Shadow with Dingo (over) power – the engine is going 
very well – equipped with a four bladed prop.  Simon Johnson was struggling for power from his 140L 
powered Synergy.  It could be the belly pan which is the old design.  Richard Howarth suffered similar 
problems until he switched to the new design belly pan.  On his third flight Simon had to abort because the 
engine was struggling – possibly overheating.
Standard – Neil Scratchley was clearly the top pilot in this class winning all 4 rounds on the day and 
getting 4 sets of promotion points.  There was a battle for the next 3 places between Chris Bond, Chris 
Cutting and Mel Garlick who was attending his first comp.  Good to see some competitors not resorting to 
the top of the range gear whilst competing in the lower classes.  I flew Chris Bond’s OS90 powered model 
on the Friday and it is certainly more than capable of getting promoted from Standard – although maybe a 
little more power would not go amiss.
Senior – 2 of my old Caprise were being flown in this class – Andy Waterhouse and Adrian Harrison 
– and Barry McLeod was flying one of Kevin Caton’s old Odysseys.   I used a Caprise and Kevin used 
an Odyssey at the European Championships in Italy in 1998.  It is great to see these models still going 
well and providing enjoyment to others.  A real tussle for first place was developing between Barry and 
Andy with Andy taking round 3 after Barry had taken the first 2.  Ken Moss was flying his Angels Shadow 
– probably the most popular model at the comp and Ashley Hoyland and Russell Aisbitt were also putting 
in some decent scores.
BBQ/FunFly – at 6pm pattern models were put away (although Matthew was allowed to fly his Synergy to 
check the aileron servo) and competitors and club members took out their fun models.  The BBQ was fired 
up by club members Adie, Thelma and Naomi and general fun was had by all who flew or watched.
Madnesses and Hypes were aplenty.  My favourite bit was when on 2 occasions we had 4 Flair models in 
the air.  I had a Legionnaire with YS53 4-stroke. Roy, my dad had a Magnatilla (red) with a Saito 10cc twin 
4-stroke, Simon Johnson had a Puppeteer and his dad, Clive, had another Magnatilla (antique finish) both 

OS 4 stroke powered I believe.  They looked great and sounded great in the air engaging in mock dogfights 
and low passes.  As we landed and looked behind cameras and videos were out.  Many people had queried 
my ownership of a Legionnaire.  When you do something like we did that evening – we had not all been 
up together previously – it is very different from pattern flying, is great to do and above all enjoyable – lots 
of FUN.  Ask anyone there what they thought of it.  To be honest the Legionnaire is not that easy to fly 
– insufficient side thrust.  Roy hates flying it – it is quite a challenge and unlike a pattern model does not 
do exactly as you tell it. It needs more anticipation to fly it.
It was also good to see Keith Jackson, one of our team members, helping Richard, one of our older club 
members, get his high wing trainer airborne.  This was after Richard had nearly mown down Ken Moss on 
a take off which veered off course as Ken emerged from behind the brick building doing up his flies!
The BBQ was a great success and I believe everyone had fun.  It was disappointing more club members 
did not attend.  Ron Padfield ran his club raffle and thanks to those who bought tickets and contributed to 
club funds.

Sunday
Briefing at 9.30 and takeoff at 10am.  My aim was to finish by 4.30pm to enable people to leave at a 
reasonable time after a 2 day comp.  Simon Johnson had decided not to fly due to his engine problems and 
so we had 45 flights to get through.
FAI – Keith was first to fly and had the honour of being the first pilot to fly the F03 Schedule in competition 
in the UK.  I had flown it in the semi finals of Euro Champs in Spain 2002.  I was very – and I mean very 
– impressed at the quality of the flying of this incredibly difficult schedule.  All flew it very competently.  
Other competitors also enjoyed watching it and each pilot was rewarded with a round of applause as they 
landed.  For those not familiar with this schedule the first manoeuvre is a square loop with 2 of 4 point 
rolls in vertical legs and one positive snap roll in each horizontal leg.  It also includes a humpty with an 
8 point roll up and 2 negative snaps down.  A rolling loop from the top from inverted, the roll needing to 
be integrated throughout the loop and two manoeuvres later a 3 of a 4 point roll followed by 1¼ snap roll 
from knife edge to upright!  At the end of the day I had won all 3 flights of the flyoff and hence the contest.  
Keith was 2nd with Kevin 3rd.  But all 5 pilots who did the flyoff schedule flew very well.  The judges also 
enjoyed judging it.
Senior – also flew 3 rounds on the Sunday.  The contest went right down to the wire with Andy Waterhouse 
pipping Barry McLeod to 1st place with Adrian Harrison in 3rd place.
Masters – going into the last round Matthew was just ahead of Brian – but only just!!  Matthew needed 993 
normalised to win.  Brian needed to take the round with Matthew scoring 992 normalised or below. Brian 
put in a very good flight so now the pressure was on Matthew.  Matthew was now flying his Synergy.  We 
had the only unfortunate incident of the contest.  In the vertical snap down a loud crack was heard and the 
model careered earthwards out of control.  A distraught Matthew throttled back and then turned his back on 
the model as it plummeted earthwards a long way away – we had a crosswind blowing out.
This plane was a certain write off.  Amazingly they brought it back almost intact.  The model had on its own 
accord pushed to inverted and crashed into a rape crop.  The only crash damage appeared to be a broken 
canopy and a smashed belly pan.  We believe the cause of the accident was as follows.  In the snap roll 
the fuselage had “whip lashed” just behind the wing causing creases on both sides of the fus.  This whip 
lashing had meant the gears in the elevator servo had stripped and in addition the closed loop on the rudder 
had pulled off the servo “wheel” (a wheel being used instead of a servo arm).  Hence no control.  This is 
the initial view.  If those views have changed would the Hoylands please let us know.  Anyway a very lucky 
outcome.  We had a 20 minute break after the crash before John Harrop resumed the flying.
As a result Brian took the round and the contest.  Nothing should detract from Brian’s win.  He flew very 
well (as did Matthew).
Standard – Neil went on to win all rounds.  Well done to the other 3 pilots who provided a real battle for 
the next 3 places.  Mel, I hope you enjoyed your first contest.
And so at 4.10pm the contest had finished with everyone having had 6 flights.
Over the 2 days various full size aircraft were seen including a Junkers 52 tri-engine and either a Mig or 
Sabre – Vietnam/Korea war era?
The results should be published in the newsletter.  

Keith Jackson assisting Adrian Harrison prior to his flight
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Thankyous to the judges – Bob and Steve and the competitors who judged, to Roy Ransley for line control 
and keeping things going, Marion and Alison for doing the scoring very promptly and efficiently and 
LARKS for the use of the field for 3 days.  I have also attached a breakdown of the finances.  If I had 
looked at them more closely and had time I would have bought small trophies.  However that is another 
burden put on the CD.
I also handed out feedback forms and the results of these forms should be shown elsewhere in the 
newsletter.
As for next year – maybe.  It depends on how I feel and the views of the club.
I enjoyed it – competing, flying the flyoff schedule and running the contest.  I hope those who attended 
also enjoyed the event.
Brandon Ransley 15 July 2003

LARKS 2 Day Competition – 5/6 July - Accounts
Money In

Competition Receipts

FAI 6 x £24 = £144
Masters 2 x £21 = £  42
Senior 6 x £21 =  £126
Standard 4 x £15 =  £  60 £372

Training Day

Training Fees 9 x £5 =  £  45

Overpayments by Caton/Hoyland £    4

Total Money In £421
Notes

1. K Caton paid £30 by cheque – allocated £5 to Larks for Training Day and £1 
overpayment.

2. Hoylands overpaid by £3.
3. K Moss paid £15 by cheque and £6 by cash.

Money Out
LARKS for use of field £ 94

Notes
1. We had £94 cash and this has been paid to LARKS.  B Ransley has paid the additional 

£6.  Therefore no amount is due to LARKS but B Ransley can reclaim the £6 from 
GBRCAA.

2. LARKS also received £50 in cash for training day.

Cheques due to GBRCAA £327

Approved Expenses (and Approved by CD):-
Robert Ailles  - judge £120.65
Stephen Birchall - judge £  40.00
Brandon Ransley - CD £  45.00
Roy Ransley - line control £  00.00 - no claim made

Total expenses claimed £205.65

Total Profit on contest £121.35*

Next year we will buy trophies!

LARKS 2 DAY CONTEST - 5/6 July 2003 - Questionnaire Results
We handed out a questionnaire with the following questions and asked people to grade their answers on the 1-5 
criteria below.  At certain places there was also room for pilots to make general comments.  General comments 
are those on the feedback forms from the pilots.  Notes are from the CD.  15 people handed in forms including 
one judge.  Thank you for this.  At the end I have drawn some General Conclusions.
 1 2 3 4 5
 Definitely not    Definitely yes
Training Day
1.  Did you benefit from the training? Score 40/45
2.  Would you like a LARKS training day next year? Score 54/55
3.  Was it value for money?  Score 44/45

General comments:
·	 Helped with getting used to flying site
·	 Training is essential.  Too easy to fall into trap of practising the same mistakes
·	 Feed back was good
·	 Being able to practise the day before the contest is very useful
·	 Very relaxed and informational.  Practical
·	 What is the date next year – put me down (I think he meant put him on the list for training rather 

than anything else!!)
Contest
4.  Is the site good for pattern flying?  Score 69/75

General Comments
·	 Its about as good as you get!

5.  Did the 2 day event work for you? Score 72/75
6. Was 5 flights enough over 2 days? Score 65/75
 (Note: we had 6 flights)
7.  Would you prefer fewer pilots more flights?  Score 26/70

(Note: this low score means pilots are not looking for more flights over the 2 days by having fewer 
pilots.  More flights might at first seem better but it would mean less competition in each class)

8. Would you accept more pilots/ fewer flights e.g. 25 pilots + 4 flights?
    Score 42/75

(Note: I take this to mean we got it about right.  6 flights was good but people would accept 5 flights 
with a few more competitors)

9. Would you prefer an extra flight but leave late on the Sunday?
    Score 35/75

(Note: We had mixed results here.  Some people were scoring 1 i.e. that they wanted to get away 
reasonably early – remember we finished at about 4.45pm including certificates being handed out.  
Some said they live close enough – 100 miles!! and would be happy to stay a bit longer.  My overall 
impression is that after 2 days people are keen for a reasonably early finish)

10. Would you prefer more flights on the Saturday and not have the BBQ / fun fly?
    Score 26/75

(Note: Clearly with the finish at 6pm people were happy with the funfly rather than trying to squeeze in 
more flights)

11. Was the organisation ok?  Score 73/75
General Comments

·	 Excellent
(Note: you can’t please everyone!!!)

12. For those flying FAI did you enjoy the format with choice of FO3?
    Score 15/15
14. For those not flying FAI did you enjoy watching FO3? Score 53/55
15. Should we fly FO3 at:
 (a) Nationals
 (b) Championships
 (c) Centralised
 Please state which class you are in. 

(Note: everyone who answered this said the flyoff schedule should be used.  Most said at all 3 types of 
contest, 2 said at centralised only, 1 said at Nationals only.  12 out of 15 answered this question.)
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General comments
·	 Value for money
·	 Just good fun
·	 Comp was relaxed but run efficiently
·	 Great event.  FO3 a new challenge for top class pilots (said by pilot in standard).  Number of 

pilots/flights just about right.
Fun Fly
18. Did you enjoy the evening session?  Score 51/55
19. Did you mind the club members flying with you?  Score 16/65
20. Was the BBQ ok?   Score 56/60
Accommodation
21. Where did you stay? 

Those who did not travel home stayed at the Copperfield/Grove Hotel, the Union Inn or Stanford Hall 
Caravan site.

22. Was the accommodation ok? 
 Copperfield  Score 23/30
 Union inn   Score 9/10
 Stanford Hall  Score 3/5
23. Was the accommodation value for money? 
 Copperfield  Score 27/30
 Union   Score 9/10
 Stanford Hall  Score 3/5

(Notes: Copperfield being renovated and no warning of this/no evening meal available.  I guess it will 
be ready next year.  Union only 1.9 miles from parking car at contest site – according to Kevin Caton.  
Stanford Hall – quiet, no shower or toilets, £10 a night.)

Overall
24. Are you pleased you came?   Score 75/75
25. Would you enter next year if we organised a similar event?  Score 75/75
26. Would you attend more 2 day contests? Score 65/75

General comments
·	 Learnt some more but formal training would help me
·	 Very enjoyable two days.  Roy’s efforts keeping things rolling was much appreciated
·	 Don’t have time for too many 2 day contests but this was well run and good fun so I will try to 

come again
·	 Help from all FAI pilots was appreciated throughout the weekend
·	 Wonderful!
·	 Well done and thanks for organising it.  Same again next year and an international maybe?
·	 Very well organised and credit to all involved.  Good candidate for CD for Nationals (Note: its not 

gonna happen!!)  Would have been nice to see more club members
·	 If any person is willing to run any comp I will enter, one day or 2 days
·	 2 day contests are good but I don’t think there should be too many
·	 Really well run thanks
·	 I think this format is excellent

General Comments of CD
·	 I was amazed at the turn out for the Training Day.  These are clearly appreciated and benefit 

people
·	 We were about right in the number of pilots/flights.  I am sure people would accept 5 flights over 

2 days and have, say, 22 pilots.  I think I could do this weather permitting
·	 LARKS is considered a good site for pattern flying
·	 Finishing by 5pm on the Sunday would be acceptable
·	 FO3 was enjoyed by all – those flying it, watching it and judging it. 
·	 We should fly FO3 in more contests, probably centralised, Nationals and Championships.  This 

LARKS contest was designed so FAI pilots could fly the flyoff schedule or just the preliminary 
schedule.  All chose to fly the flyoff schedule – and flew it well I might add!

·	 The Saturday evening session was enjoyed by all.  For me it was a good way to unwind after 
competing and running the contest.  Other types of models can be fun

·	 Accommodation was good and good value and can be recommended next year.
·	 Everyone was pleased they came and said they will enter next year if we run it
·	 2 day contests are good but we shouldn’t have too many.  Maybe LARKS is enough. Maybe one 

more would be right.  It is impossible to tell but the LARKS contest was a success.
Brandon Ransley
15 July 2003
Many thanks for that (somewhat comprehensive) report you weren’t going to write Brandon!  Please turn to 
centre pages for the results. Ed.

A Beginners View
After many delaying tactics, I decided earlier in the year that as I’m rapidly becoming an old 
man (!) if I didn’t take the plunge and enter competitions this year I never would.
So with much trepidation I sent my applications off.
The Larks comp organised by Brandon at the beginning of July was the first one for me.
I was the first to arrive at the field on the training day shortly followed by a couple of cars with 
competitors and then Brandon .
I had no idea what to expect but was immediately impressed by how friendly everyone was.
The organisation was extremely good and within a very short time the training was underway. 
To say that I benefited from this would be a severe understatement!
I came out of it with 10 times the knowledge that I went in with.
Not that anyone would notice from my flying but at least I know what I should be doing now.
My first round produced 104 points. No, that’s not a misprint, but as I began to put all the advice 
into practice I crept up to the 180’s.
Now I know this is still a ridiculous score but it shows how much benefit I obtained from the 
weekend.
More to the point, no one laughed at my errors, but they were only too pleased to give advice.
I am still amazed at just how much advice and help I was given.
The event ran very smoothly with the pilots having their engines running ready for take off as 
the previous model was landing. This made for a continuous flow and enabled everyone to get 6 
rounds in.
The barbecue on the Saturday evening was extremely good and well organised and we were 
treated to some spectacular flying from the fun flyers! (I must learn to fly knife edge at 90 mph 5 
feet up) Very impressive.
All in all I think everyone will agree that it was a very successful event and I would certainly 
look forward to another.
So to all those people who helped with advice and tips, (and particularly those that didn’t laugh,) 
my sincerest thanks. I really can’t emphasise enough how much I appreciated it.
Finally, a special thanks to Brandon for organising the weekend.
I’ll be back!
Mel Garlick
You did alright Mel.  The judges at my first competition suggested that I bring a couple of pairs 
of binoculars for the judges at my next comp. Ed.
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Letters	to	the	Editor
Just when you thought we had finished with the LARKS competition, along comes another report; 
this time from Ashley Hoyland with some further info on Matthew’s mysterious crash.

After Brandon’s plea for reports on his well organised two day even at the LARKS field, I suppose 
we run the risk of at least 24 or so articles for the news letter this month.  Well here’s my contribution 
which is a first for me, but I thought there may be some interest in relating the conclusions we had 
reached following the incident in the sixth round.
First however, I think we all came away from the contest on the Sunday evening with the impression 
of a very well run contest over the two days, with Roy Ransley taking most of the credit.  I suspect 
Brandon had one or two things to do with it as well, but I must support the ‘supporting father’s 
club’.
It was nice to be with new competition fliers as well, their nerves held together well, at least from 
our view, keep flying, the nerves do settle with time, or so I am told, but after so many years I still 
have to experience that for myself, always something new to master in this hobby of ours.
The FO3 schedule was good to watch, well done to the FAI flyers, but watch it lads, I might enter 
next year. 
May I congratulate Brian Hoare, after all his engine problems this year and Matthew for such a 
closely fought contest in Masters. For those who were not there, after the first day there was less 
than half a point between them and round four and five did not produce a clear winner, it was all 
down to round six. 
Our first day started with aileron servo problems on Matthew’s Synergy and therefore he had to fly 
his Majestic.  Through Saturday we were extracting the servos from the wing of the Synergy and 
cleaning the feedback pots, the middle of a field is not the ideal place to do this and not good for 
JR 7300 Super Servos with only eighteen flights to their credit.  I will report in due course on the 
response we get from MacGregor.
What happened to Matthew’s Synergy in the 1¼ snap in the down line following the ¾ roll up and 
the stall:  We all heard the noise, the elevator servo output gear lost two teeth. This is a JR8401 rated 
at 11kg but with an all plastic gear train.  The gearbox in the port aileron servo was also stripped and 
the rudder closed loop was dislodged from the rudder wheel.  With one aileron and throttle and hind 
sight Matthew did the right thing in turning away, the model was in a perfectly vertical dive. 
What most of us saw, (except Matthew who could not watch the sure disastrous last few seconds) 
was the aircraft turn through 90˚, a turn which would have scored ten, even on Ken’s score sheet, 
the nose then tucked under and the Synergy slid down hill on the surface an oil seed rape crop.  The 
spinner had three scratches, the cockpit canopy was cracked and the belly pan broken, but that was 
all. The wing and tailplane had survived with out a scratch, a tribute to Probuild wing and joining 
instructions. Everyone tried to console us by saying how lucky we had been, but we didn’t feel very 
lucky at the time, and I think no matter how awful Matthew felt, I think he coped, on the surface 
anyway, much better than I did.  Well there we are - another lesson to be learned from the youth of 
today.
Due to Matthew’s University placement which has taken him away from home for the next ten 
months he reluctantly past on the recovery job to me. (I say reluctantly because the only time we 
touch each others models is when we start the engine and carry then out for take off).
A call to Probuild on Monday morning immediately brought a response from Phil that he would 
replace the fuselage.  My reaction was that it should be ZN Line who should bear the cost of 
replacement and compensation and I have written to them in some detail.  I will report on their 
response in due course.  Phil’s offer helped so much, it was the response we would all like to hear 
from retailers/supplier when we have a problem, but offered by so few.  If you read this, thank you 
again Phil, we are both so grateful.

Although any repair would add weight it seemed sensible to repair the fuselage even if only to verify 
the integrity of the wing and tailplane.
So the model was stripped.  It was at this stage I realised how right those consoling comments were 
about luck on Sunday afternoon.
The minor cracks in the fuselage were strengthened with carbon fibres and filled from the outside. 
The glass covered foam inside the fuselage was removed over a four inch area around the crease on 
each side.  This allowed a Kevlar patch to help reduce the crease on the outside of the fuselage so 
that filling would be minimal.  Carbon tows were then applied to the inside stretching from the wing 
seat to about half way down fuselage.  Four smaller tows were spanned across the four inch patch 
before light weight glass cloth was applied. (see photo)  Repainting to a just presentable finish will 
take a little longer but I am sure you will see the finished result in due course.
The noise we heard?  Well I am not sure.  We have all seen composite models break their fuselage 
with little or no noise.  I don’t think servo gear boxes would be heard braking. All the evidence 
confirms what I think Kevin noticed when he commented that it appeared that the wrong rudder 
had been applied in the snap roll, I think what he had seen was the violent reaction to the fuselage 
bending from one side to the other, so my conclusion is the noise was the displacement of air as the 
fuselage straightened after the first failure, and then bent in the opposite direction, but what do you 
think?
I have received a preliminary suggestion from ZN Line, that what we heard was the elevator push 
rod breaking.  I was delighted to be able to tell them that this, and indeed the whole of the elevator 
system, except the servo gear box is intact.  I will keep you posted.
Ashley Hoyland

Hi Alan,
I was flicking through a back issue of Aerobatics news last night and came across a request 
from you for some feedback on the YS 110. I don’t know if you are still interested but in 
case you are, I have been running one in a Synergy 90 for the past few months. It really is a 
fabulous engine. I’m running it on Wildcat 30 and it’s turning a 16x8 apc prop at about 9.2k, 
which gives the 7.25lb plane awesome performance. A cheaper option would be 15% or 20%, 
you’d go down to a 15x8 at similar rpm but it would still have bags of power. In fact, I think 
it is a bit stronger than the Saito 150 I used to have in my Alliance! It is typical of a YS engine 
with a crisp, linear throttle response and a super slow idle, and on a Hatori pipe and manifold it 
is really quiet.
Hope this is of some interest and use to you.
See you at the champs next month?
regards,
James O’Neill

Extra tows inside the fuselage and almost repaired ready for spraying
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Could this be the Petrol Powered competition for the YS140?

The following information intrigued me when I read it and after discussing it with our editor he said 
that it would make a good article for the news letter. After reading the heading you could be getting 
excited, a petrol powered 140 Four stroke, Ha Ha, no more expensive 30% CoolPower fuel, cheap 
unleaded petrol !!!! fantastic.
Well its not quite as good as it sounds, although very interesting, well I thought so. There’s lots of 
information on the Shindaiwa web site (they manufacture this engine)  www.shindaiwa.com, then 
click C4 Technology, the pictures shown below are from the website and are part of a Flash animation 
of how it works and are well worth a look. This engine is used in a Brush cutter, this is what the 
Americans call it, I think we know it as a Strimmer, in South Africa it was a Weed Eater, anyway I 
am sure you will know what I mean, Honda and Ryobi make 4 stroke powered Brush cutters but what 
makes this one different is the method of fuel/air induction. This engine’s induction is through the 
crankcase, very much like the YS 4 Stroke engines. The difference is that the YS use’s a rotary disc 
valve and this uses a reed valve.  
Like the YS, on the up stroke of the piston , air/fuel mixture is drawn into the crankcase on every 
stroke of the piston. This then transfers through a second reed valve to a boost chamber. Then on 
every other stroke of the piston the air/fuel mixture enters the combustion chamber via the intake 
valve which “Shindaiwa” terms their C4  technology. The result of this type of induction which we 
know from the YS, is a denser air/fuel mixture and the supercharging effect that takes place on the 
down  stroke of the piston. Shindaiwa claim that this technology was developed by an inventor in 
Idaho USA in the 1980’s, I was under the impression that YS developed the idea but it seems that 
Shindiawa have patented this C4 Technology. I don’t have any proof  to confirm who invented it.
The specification of the engine is that its 1.5cu.in  (24.5cc) it runs on a 50:1 2-Stroke, petrol/oil fuel 
mixture, it develops 1.15 horsepower at 8,000 rpm with a top end of 10,000 rpm. Other features are 
a hard chromed cylinder bore, ball bearing supported crankshaft, needle roller bearing equipped 
connecting rod, and a Walbro rotating barrel design carburettor.
I don’t think anyone is going to rush out and buy one of these engines and modify it for model 
aircraft use, although its been 
done in the past with chain 
saw engines, but with the 
availability of the YS why 
bother unless you would like a 
petrol powered 150 4-stroke.
I hope you have enjoyed this 
information as much as I 
did, at the website the flash 
animation takes awhile to 
download via a dial up modem 
but its well worth it and shows 
the motor in operation.
By John Mee

Chairman’s Page
Well, where did the summer go? Actually, at 
the time of writing it is still with us, as we are 
enjoying temperatures of 25°C in East Anglia 
and I think much of the rest of the country is too. 
After a hectic few weeks in June & July (fitting 
in the Vice Chairman’s wedding along the way) 
there was a lull in competition activity for me 
throughout August. It seemed very strange having no Nationals over 
the August Bank Holiday. Still, the entry for the Championships / 
Nationals is fairly healthy and I hope the good weather holds for a 
further couple of weeks.

Well done to our World Championships team for their efforts in 
Poland, especially after losing two models during practice. I’ve said it 
before – it really is difficult at that level. Almost everybody is a good 
pilot at a World Championship and for our pilots and team manager 
to recover so well from their setbacks and improve their standings 
with every flight is a sign of their commitment. Many of us followed 
the event on the internet and to me the result seemed to be very open 
right until the final day. Then, as before, the unknown schedules 
sorted out the pilots and gave a clear winner. Congratulations to 
Christophe on his 3rd consecutive victory. Will he stay there long 
enough to beat Hanno Prettner’s record of five successive wins?

Looking towards future championships, it was with great 
disappointment that we had to withdraw our intent to bid for the 
2006 European Championships. Many people offered to help but 
there were not enough people prepared to commit their time up front 
to form a sub-committee to take a bid forward to the FAI. Maybe 
another time……

Just a quick one from me this time as I’m very late with this 
(sorry Alan). I hope to see as many members as possible at the 
Championships and the AGM.

Keep flying!
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New	FAI	Schedules	for	next	year	-	continued
Following on from the P-05 schedule shown in the last edition of Aerobatics News, we’ll 
continue with F-05 this time.

Of particular interest is the rolling circle which may be performed either away from or 
towards the runway with downgrades if the circle is too large or distant. (That’s not to 
mention all the other scary manoeuvres!)

NOTE: Don’t forget that these schedules are provisional and may undergo further revision 
before official publication of the Sporting Code early next year.

F-05	Finals	Schedule K-
Factor

1 Take-off	sequence 1

2 Rolling	loop	with	one	roll 5

3 Half	square	loop	on	corner,	2/4-pt.	rolls,	exit	inverted 2

4 Reverse	humpty	bump	with	roll	down,	positive	snap-roll	up,	
exit	inverted 5

5 Figure	6	with	½	roll	down,	exit	inverted 2

6 Hourglass,	inverted	mid	entry,	top	first,	2/4-pt.	roll	down 4

7 Two-turn	positive	spin,	exit	inverted 3

8 Opposite	3/4-pt,	roll	inverted	to	inverted 4

9 Stall	turn,	2/8-pt.	roll	up,	3/4-pt.	roll	down 3

10 Rolling	circle	with	three	rolls	opposite,	first	roll	to	outside 5

11 Half	roll,	half	outside	loop,	with	full	roll 3

12 Reverse	avalanche,	1	½	negative	snap-roll,	exit	inverted 5

13 Reverse	humpty	bump,	pull-push-push,	2/8-pt.	roll	down,	
¼	roll	up	(or	2/4-pt.	roll	down,	½	roll	up) 3

14 Reverse	golf	ball	from	top,	with	½	rolls 4

15 Half	square	outside	loop,	1½	positive	snap-roll	down 4

16 Reverse	knife-edge,	exit	inverted 5

17 Rolling	half	outside	loop,	full	roll 3

18 45	degrees	down,	2/4-pt.	roll	and	negative	snap-roll	
opposite,	½	roll	exit 5

19 Landing	sequence 1

Total	K 67

FINALS SCHEDULE F-05

F-05.01 Take-off sequence: See P-05.01.

F-05.02 Rolling loop with one roll: Pull to complete a loop, with a full roll integrated 
with the entire loop.

F-05.03 Half square loop on corner with 2/4pt. rolls, exit inverted: Pull to a 45 degree 
upline and perform two points of a four-point roll. Push through 90 degrees to 
a 45 degree upline and perform two points of a four-point roll, then pull to exit 
inverted.

F-05.04 Reverse humpty bump with full roll down and positive snap-roll up, exit 
inverted: Before centre, pull to a vertical downline and perform a full roll, 
followed by a half outside loop to a vertical upline. Then perform a positive 
snap-roll and pull to exit inverted.

Judging notes:

• Snap-roll must be positive.

F-05.05 Figure 6 with half roll, exit inverted: Pull to a vertical downline and perform a 
half roll, followed by ¾ of an inside loop to exit inverted.

F-05.06 Hourglass, inverted mid-entry, with 2/4pt. roll down: Push, to a 45 degree 
upline, push 135 degrees to horizontal, push 135 degrees to a 45 degree 
downline and perform two points of a four-point roll, push 135 degrees to 
inverted horizontal, push 135 degrees to a 45 degree upline, then push 45 
degrees to recover upright on the same level as that of entry.

F-05.07 Two turn positive spin, exit inverted: Perform two consecutive positive spins, 
then push to level inverted flight.

Judging Notes:

• Snap roll entry, zero points.

• Forced entry, downgrade.

F-05.08 Opposite 3/4-pt.roll, inverted to inverted: On a horizontal line from inverted, 
perform three points of a four-point roll in one direction, followed by three 
points of a four-point roll in the opposite direction, to exit inverted.

F-05.09 Stall turn, 2/8pt. roll up, 3/4pt. roll down: From inverted push to a vertical 
upline and execute two points of an eight-point roll, followed by a stall turn. 
On the downline, perform three points of a four-point roll and pull to recover 
upright.

F-05.10 Rolling circle with three rolls in opposite directions, first roll to the outside: 
Perform a rolling circle (away from or towards the runway), with three rolls in 
opposite directions, the first and third rolls to the outside of the circle, to recover 
in upright flight at the same point as entry.

Judging Notes:

• Roll rate must be constant.

• Roll reversal must be immediate.

• Circle must be of constant radius and wind corrected.

• Manoeuvre must be downgraded if the circle is too large, and too far out, or 
if done towards the runway, the circle is outside the manoeuvring zone.

F-05.11 Half roll, half outside loop, full roll: Perform a half roll to inverted, then push 
to complete a half outside loop, followed immediately by a full roll, to exit 
upright.
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Judging notes:

• The half roll and full roll are immediately before and immediately after the 
half outside loop.

F-05.12 Reverse avalanche with 1 ½ negative snap roll, exit inverted: Push to a half 
outside loop. At the bottom perform a one-and-a-half negative snap roll, then 
pull through a half loop to exit inverted.

Judging notes:

• Snap roll must be negative.

F-05.13 Reverse humpty bump with options, pull-push-push: Pull to a vertical 
downline, perform two points of an eight-point roll (or alternatively two points 
of a four-point roll), then push through a half outside loop to a vertical upline, 
perform a quarter roll (or alternatively a half roll), then push to recover upright.

F-05.14 Reverse golf ball from top, with half rolls: Push to a 45 degree downline, 
perform a half roll, pull through ¾ of an inside loop to a 45 degree upline, 
perform a second half roll and push to recover upright.

F-05.15 Half square outside loop, with 1 ½ positive snap-roll down: Push to a vertical 
downline and perform a 1½ positive snap-roll, then pull to exit upright.

Judging notes:

• Snap-roll must be positive.

F-05.16 Reverse knife-edge, exit inverted: On a horizontal line, perform a quarter roll 
to knife-edge and fly a straight line. Roll 180 degrees in the opposite direction 
and fly a second line in knife-edge flight, then perform a quarter roll in the same 
direction to exit inverted.

Judging notes:

• The knife-edge segments are of equal length and duration, and must be long 
enough to demonstrate controlled, sustained knife-edge flight.

F-05.17 Rolling half outside loop with full roll: Push to complete a half outside loop, 
with a full roll integrated with the half loop.

F-05.18 45 degree down, with 2/4pt. roll and negative snap-roll opposite, half roll 
exit: Push to a 45 degree downline and perform two points of a four-point roll, 
followed immediately by a negative snap-roll in the opposite direction. Push to 
inverted, and perform a half roll to recover upright.

Judges notes:

• Snap roll is immediately after 2/4pt. roll.

• Snap roll must be in the opposite direction to the 2/4pt. roll.

• Snap roll must be negative.

• Exit half roll is part of the manoeuvre.

F-05.19 Landing sequence: See P-O5 .23.

4th Centralised - Bedford - 13 July 2003

Name Pos Norm	
Total

Final	
Total Rnd	1 Norm Rnd	2 Norm Rnd	3 Norm Rnd	4 Norm

Brandon 
Ransley 1 1000.000 2987.854 496.5 1000 502.5 1000 488 987.85 0 0

Keith 
Jackson 2 993.075 2967.164 479 964.75 486 967.16 494 1000 479.5 1000

John 
Harrop 3 952.322 2845.400 463.5 933.53 464.5 924.37 451.5 913.96 473.5 987.48

Richard 
Howarth 4 938.980 2805.535 435.5 877.13 459 913.43 468 947.36 453 944.73

Richard 
Christopher 5 909.435 2717.260 386.5 778.44 447.5 890.54 446 902.83 443 923.87

Sam 
Wragg 6 810.104 2420.474 371 747.23 388 772.13 396 801.61 406 846.71

Arthur 
Silsby 7 697.753 2084.785 30 60.42 323.5 643.78 342 692.30 359 748.69

Kevin 
Caton 8 692.548 2069.231 90 181.26 0 0 467.5 946.35 451.5 941.60

Steve 
Birchall 9 469.683 1403.346 346 696.87 355 706.46 0 0 0 0

5th Centralised - Cashmoor - 14 September 2003
This news is fresh in and at this time I only have the final total after dropping one round 
from the four rounds flown:

Brandon Ransley 3000
Angus Balfour 2944.335
Kevin Caton 2884.357
Malcolm Balfour 28��.992
Richard Christopher 2756.849
John Harrop 2672.007
Sam Wragg 2570.7�2
Dave Owens �209.3�2
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SKELBROOKE 29TH  JUNE 2003
The second comp at the excellent Skelbrooke site was well attended and all 
places full before the closing date.
Furthest travelled competitor was David Drummond from Northern Ireland who 
flew in to East Midlands on Saturday morning, practised Saturday afternoon, 
and competed on Sunday, travelling back on Monday morning (very early!!).
The day was blessed with superb weather with quite a few fliers and one judge 
in particular (sorry Dave) going home with faces like slapped bottoms.
I had the usual help from Brian Hoare with regards to the totting up of 
the scores and the judging was the usual team of Dave Scoles and Pete 
Cappleman with help from Sam and Steven Simm for a central break with one 
round of Seniors being judged by them.
All in all a very enjoyable day with eighteen fliers having 3 rounds and going 
home by 4.45pm.

Steve Dunning CD

PLACE NAME ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 TOTAL

FAI
1 Sam Wragg 400 310 408 808

Masters
1 Matthew Hoyland 378.5 353 404.5 783
2 Brian Hoare 303.5 306.5 409 715.5
3 Steven Simm 375 338.5 315.5 713.5
4 Stuart Mellor 310.5 316.5 339.5 656
5 Gerry Scothern 339 299.5 - 638.5

Senior
1 Barry Macleod 327.5 354.5 285.5 682
2 Ken Moss 303.5 311.5 279 592
3 Martyn Uttley 284.5 306 286 592
4 Steve Dunning 278.5 272 274.5 586.5
5 Ashley Hoyland 278 272 274.5 552.5
6 Nigel Clayton 275 - - 275

Standard
1 Steve Kent 227.5 225.5 220 453
2 Clive Grisold 207 210 206.5 417
3 Ged Lawson 164.5 173 170 343

Sportsman
1 Andrew Meek 135 112 129.5 264.5
2 Richard Lemaire 115.5 118.5 126 244.5
3 David Drummond 114 115.5 125 240.5

Members Adverts
Members may place private adverts in this section free of charge. Display and Commercial 
adverts will be charged at the following rates:

GBRCAA Newsletter Advertising Rates 2003

Price Per Page

Pages Discount % B&W Colour

¼ 0 £6.00 £�0.00

½ 0 £�0.00 £�6.00

1 0 £�5.00 £20.00

2 5 £�4.25 £�9.00

3 �0 £�3.50 £�8.00

4 �5 £�2.75 £�7.00

5 20 £�2.00 £�6.00

6 25 £��.25 £�5.00

7 30 £�0.50 £�4.00

8 35 £9.75 £�3.00

9 40 £9.00 £�2.00

10 or more 45 £8.25 £��.00

Discount rates are based on total pages (B&W + Colour)

For Sale
• Angels Shadow in very good condition.  Little used in the last year but resting 

on a custom stand in  special quilted covers.  Approximately 4 years old, so 
made during the low volume high quality era.  Flies extremely well and last used 
competitively in the 2002 GBRCAA Championships. Airframe and MK control 
fittings for Futaba servos, with Hyde mount. Including custom quilted covers 
and stand: £�650  
The following items available if required: YS�40L, nearly new Hatori Pipe and 
Power manifold Futaba Digital servos.  
Peter Brett,  Tel: 0��8 9472399 or 0��8 976 530�(work),  
E mail: brettp�@castrol.com

• Two YS DZ�40 engines run in each with little use in preparation for W/C in Poland. 
Now excess to requirements so £300 each. Keith Jackson. 0�722 4�0279

Wanted
• OS .6� RFP carb (Type 86, the one with the butterfly in the intake)  

Bill Michie, tel (0�279) 504595.
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F3A	European	Championships	2006	in	UK	-	NOT
Bob Ailles has, like me, expressed a keenness for our Association to be involved in hosting an 
International Championship in the UK.  Hence my article in the last Aerobatics News.  Well 
would you believe it?  Not a call, not an Email, not even a fax by way of reply to my appeal to 
form a sub-committee to assemble such a bid for the 2006 F3A European Championships.  
Nevertheless I put in quite a lot of time on the project and dragged in help from others outside 
the F3A fraternity to the point that I had assembled a draft business plan and looked into a 
couple of sites (which turned out to be unsuitable).  I was due to have a meeting to select a 
site for the event, view practice fields, hotels, campsites and a venue for a banquet.  At that 
point I decided that I wasn’t prepared to go any further without a “seal of approval” from 
our committee by way of at least one committee member accompanying me to the aforesaid 
meetings.  Unfortunately the committee decided that they weren’t able to make that commitment 
so the game was up.
Of course I was very disappointed  but I can see it was probably the right result in the sense that 
a lack of commitment from the membership at the outset bodes very, if not terminally, ill for a 
successful outcome at an event three years down the track.  But what is the matter with you lot?  
Is it just selfishness or is it a sign that UK interest in F3A is in serious decline and likely to have 
disappeared off the screen in three years time?  I really can’t believe that but I’d love to hear 
your views.

In the last two weeks I’ve judged at two great comps with perfect weather and good 
organisation.  First, The Triple Crown (Results on Page 43) which was held in Scotland at 
the Glenrothes club who made us very welcome - their all-day barbecue was particularly 
appreciated.  Scotland turned out to be the worthy winner, well what do you expect when half 
their team were two thirds of the current UK F3A team?  England came a very creditable second 
(with a quarter of their team the other third the current UK F3A team), Ireland were third and 
the International team fourth.  But International were the definite winners in the competition 
for the most flying because they only had two team members who both got to fly twice in each 
round!  You should find the full results elsewhere in this issue.  For business reasons Angus 
Balfour was unable to fly on the first day of this two day event so it was agreed that his “little” 
brother Malcolm would fly Angus’ slot as well as his own.  The really interesting thing was that 
Malcolm did better when he was Angus that when he was himself.  There must be a lesson there 
somewhere but I’ve no idea what it is (I usually fly better when I’m not myself but that’s another 
story).
The following weekend was the 5th Centralised (Results on Page 19) held at my club site, 
Cashmoor, in Dorset.  This was the final round of the team selection process and the outcome 
was that our team for the 2004 European F3A Competition will be Angus Balfour, Keith Jackson 
and Brandon Ransley.  Richard Howarth will be our reserve pilot.  Congratulations to all and 
commiseration’s to those who fell into the “nearly but not quite” categories.  Bob Ailles was 
struggling for judges for this event and we were very pleased to welcome ex National Champion 
Phil “Mitch” Mitchell to the judges line.

Kind, but somewhat despondent, regards to all,

David Tappin

A UK based European Champs in 2006 is now out of the question, but there is still 2008!  I am 
sure there IS enough interest amoungst the membership to pull it off, but with only two known 
supporters at the time, the committee had no choice other than pull the plug.  Maybe we just 
need more time to prepare the bid and the next 2 years should be more than enough.

Disappointed  but not despondent, Ed.
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Weekend 1 Weekend 2 Weekend 3 Weekend 4 Weekend 5

September

6/7 14 21 27/28
GBRCAA Championships and 
BMFA Nationals Wroughton 
Wittering - All Classes
CD: Kevin Caton
Entries to Alison Harrop
1 1/2 x entry fees

October 5 12 19 26

November
2 8 SATURDAY 15

GBRCAA AGM
Holiday Inn - Leicester

23 30

GBRCAA	Competition	Calendar Issue	4	-	July	2003

Pos Name Final Total Round 1 Norm Round 2 Norm Round 3 Norm Round 4 Norm Round 5 Norm Round 6 Norm
Master

1 Brian Hoare 3992.57 409.00 �000.00 396.00 982.63 403.00 �000.00 383.00 983.3� 400.50 992.57 424.50 �000.00

2 Matthew Hoyland 3982.89 402.00 982.89 403.00 �000.00 389.00 965.26 389.50 �000.00 403.50 �000.00 222.00 522.97

Senior
1 Andy Waterhouse 4000.00 309.50 88�.77 350.00 974.93 334.00 �000.00 370.50 �000.00 370.00 �000.00 337.50 �000.00

2 Barry Mcleod 3873.47 35�.00 �000.00 359.00 �000.00 3�2.50 935.63 337.00 909.58 347.00 937.84 303.50 899.26

3 Adrian Harrison 3720.17 338.50 964.39 337.00 938.72 3��.00 93�.�4 322.00 869.�0 307.50 83�.08 299.00 885.93

4 Ken Moss 3607.69 307.50 876.07 328.50 9�5.04 3��.50 932.63 327.50 883.94 293.00 79�.89 246.50 730.37

5 Ashley Hoyland 3507.66 322.00 9�7.38 3�5.00 877.44 294.50 88�.74 285.00 769.23 292.00 789.�9 280.50 83�.��

6 Russell Aisbitt 3357.03 226.50 645.30 3�2.50 870.47 287.00 859.28 302.50 8�6.46 300.00 8�0.8� 242.50 7�8.52

Standard
1 Neil Scratchley 4000.00 236.50 �000.00 265.00 �000.00 240.00 �000.00 25�.00 �000.00 238.50 �000.00 246.50 �000.00

2 Chris Cutting 3075.18 �88.00 794.93 �78.50 673.59 �75.00 729.�7 �72.00 685.26 206.50 865.83 �50.50 6�0.55

3 Chris Bond 2817.45 �3�.00 553.9� �54.00 58�.�3 �68.50 702.08 �87.50 747.0� �58.00 662.47 �74.00 705.88

4 Mel Garlick 2678.13 �04.00 439.75 �62.50 6�3.2� �60.50 668.75 �86.50 743.03 49.50 207.55 �6�.00 653.�4

LARKS Competition Results

Pos Name

Norm 
best 2 
from 3 
P-03

Total 
P-03 

Rnd 1
P-03 Norm

Rnd 2
P-03 Norm

Rnd 3
P-03 Norm

Norm 
Total

(Final)
(Result)

Total
P-03 &
F-03

Best 2 
scores 
from 
Rnds 
1-3 Norm

Rnd 4
F-03 Norm

Rnd 5
F-03 Norm

Rnd 6
F-03 Norm

1 Brandon Ransley 1000.00 2000.00 496.00 �000.00 505.50 �000.00 496.50 976.40 1000.00 3000.00 2000.00 �000.00 44�.50 �000.00 456.00 �000.00 482.00 �000.00

2 Keith Jackson 990.93 �98�.85 487.00 98�.85 490.00 969.34 508.50 �000.00 957.49 2872.47 �98�.85 990.93 4�0.50 929.78 434.00 95�.75 403.00 836.�0

3 Kevin Caton 960.52 �92�.04 469.50 946.57 480.00 949.55 494.00 97�.48 949.63 2848.89 �92�.04 960.52 4�4.00 937.7� 433.50 950.66 448.00 929.46

4 John Harrop 924.53 �849.05 454.00 9�5.32 472.00 933.73 458.50 90�.67 909.94 2729.82 �849.05 924.53 405.00 9�7.33 400.50 878.29 428.00 887.97

5
Richard 
Christopher 874.76 �749.52 �8�.50 365.93 443.50 877.35 443.50 872.�7 907.15 272�.46 �749.52 874.76 4�0.00 928.65 4�4.50 908.99 426.00 883.82

6 Simon Johnson 806.71 �6�3.42 396.00 798.39 4�2.00 8�5.03 255.50 502.46 �6�3.42 806.7�
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Contest Directors
Alison Harrop
133 Longdown Road
Congleton
Cheshire
CW12 4QR
Tel: 01260 279227

Bob Ailles
67 Wilson Avenue
Rochester
Kent
ME1 2SH
Tel: 01634 849101
Email:  judge@gbrcaa.org

Brian Ball
73 Greenfield Road
Flitton
Bedfordshire
MK45 5DJ
Tel: 01525 712599

Brian Hoare
27 Forest Road
Winsford, Cheshire
CW7 2RE
Tel: 01606 861793
Email: 
briansairstrip@aol.com

Brandon Ransley
The Granary
Tunnel Hill Mews
Knock Lane
Blisworth, Northampton
NN7 3DA
Tel: 01604 879263
Email: 
bwr@howes-percival.co.uk

Clive Whitwood
7, Wheatsheaves
Sawtry
Huntington
Cambridgeshire
PE17 5NG
Tel: 01487 832195

Dave Matthias
8 Addison Square
Widnes
Cheshire
WA8 7DF
Tel: 0151 424 3738

Elliot Balfour
51 Braefoot Avenue
Milngavie
Glasgow
G62 6JS
Tel: 0141 584 9609

George Drever
12 Green End
Stretham
Ely
Cambridgeshire
CB6 3LE
Tel: 01353 648360

Sam Wragg
65 Stanley Road
Chapeltown
Sheffield
S35 2XS
Tel: 0114 246 4031

Steve Dunning
10 Pinefield Road
Barnby Dun
Doncaster
DN3 1QT
Tel: 01302 886279

Trevor Plumbe
18 Greenacre
Mansfield
Nottinghamshire
NG18 3JZ
Tel: 01623 462279

Name Pos.

% of 
maximum 

score
Final 
Total Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4

FAI Class
Keith Jackson � 76.7% �542 453.5 5�2 507 523

Richard Christopher 2 69.0% �387 436.5 464 445 478

George Drever 3 63.5% �275.5 372 426 423.5 426

Senior class
Andy Waterhouse � 62.8% �036.5 330 338.5 358 340

Bill Michie 2 6�.9% �02� 290.5 337.5 334 349.5

Alistair Michie 3 6�.�% �008 320.5 348.5 306.5 339

Adrian Harrison 4 56.8% 938 296 322.5 3�9.5 288.5

Standard class
Neil Scratchley � 58.4% 683 223 230 230 2�5

Alan Connelly 2 54.4% 636 204.5 225.5 206 202

Ray Burbidge 3 53.�% 62�.5 �84.5 �95.5 209 2�7

Keith Baker 4 49.3% 576.5 �83 �83.5 �95 �98

Chris Cutting 5 45.5% 532.5 �82.5 �80 �70 �67.5

The Brian Brotherton Memorial Trophy - Newmarket - 29 June

After the disappointment of having to cancel last year’s competition due to a lack of support, I was contacted 
by a number of the competition pilots who wanted to know what was wrong with the Newmarket site as a 
venue for the competitions. I explained that most of the comments that I received suggested that the date of 
the Newmarket competitions was too close to the Nationals and that the layout of the Newmarket site meant 
that the sun was a very real obstacle for many of the patterns flown in the competitions. As a result of the 
comments, the date for this year’s competition was brought forward from August to June 29th giving nearly 
two months separation between the events. An added bonus for holding the competition in June meant that 
the sun would be higher in the sky and would probably be above the flight patterns of the models.

The initial entry response was slow although Alan Simmonds advertised in the GBR/CAA news to try 
and encourage pilots to enter. However, within a few weeks the position changed and the numbers went 
up from three to thirteen. This number was reduced to twelve because one pilot had to withdraw from the 
competition because a club (mate) switched on his transmitter without bothering to go for a peg. (Did I say 
Club Mate?)

On the day of the event we had perfect weather conditions, hot, sunny and a slight breeze almost straight 
down the main runway at Snailwell. As you know there is a road that runs almost parallel with the runway 
and a number of the competitors took this as the flight line. Unfortunately for them the flight line was set 
out some twenty degrees away from the road and on this occasion, since I was the Contest Director, I set 
the flight line just where I like to fly. However, you will see from the results that it did not help my score 
because I came last in the FAI class.

The results of the contest are listed below and as expected Keith Jackson won the FAI class and was also the 
winner of the Brian Brotherton Trophy. In the Senior class the lead pilots kept changing position with each 
round. Finally, Andrew Waterhouse won; Bill Michie came second after a poor start because he lost points 
by landing twice in the corn. In the Standard class, Keith Baker made an amazing recovery on his landing 
approach; his model stalled, dropped a wing and flew a Knife-edge through the corn. However, due to his 
lightening reaction, he recovered and made a perfect landing.

Our many thanks go to the judges, Bob Ailies and Alan Wild and to Pat Ball and Marion Ailies for 
calculating the scores. We also want to thank Alan Ball who always helps me out each year with the briefing 
and the presentation speeches. Finally I want to thank Jerry Carter for his tireless efforts in providing the 
very popular Bar-B-Q.

George Drever
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Warboys competition 27th July 2003   
8.00am on site and the weather is not looking good at all. Some of the early birds already there and 
looking gloomy however we were confident that the rain would clear from the West and indeed it 
did.
9.00am and we are off with the sky overcast but dry and first off is George Drever in FAI using his 
own design and looking good. Claims that his nerves were not settled were hard to believe. Richard 
and then Keith flew their rounds and the battle was on.
Masters sadly was under subscribed with only Brian Hoare flying which he did tidily in the first 
round.
Seniors with eight entries was the most hotly disputed group and we started that in fine fettle with 
Barry Macleod scoring 324. The old guard ( sorry Ken ) then showed their mettle and then young 
Alistair scored 348.5 ( promo score 330) but was beaten in the round by Andy Waterhouse( a last 
minute inclusion due to Jon Land having to withdraw) with his highest score of the comp at 387. So 
the first round finished with Andy well in lead over Alistair then Barry, Bill (Alistairs Dad and flying 
the same Alan Wild model) and Adrian Harrison a liitle behind with the remainder only a little way 
behind.
Standard had five entries and again we saw some good flying here although my clubmate was 
suffering with nerves quite badly in what was his second comp. It will get better Mel as I can testify 
personally however some of us still find it difficult to remain calm and collected. Neil Scratchley was 
the highest scorer in the first round and the one to watch as he eventually went on to win and score 
two promo scores. Ray and Alan were the runners up and it stayed exactly like this until the end.
With a complete round taking two and a quarter hours we knew that weather permitting we could 
get in three rounds comfortably so we swapped judges for Jon Land and Alan Wild and off we went 
again.
Round two was similar to the first in the order although many were to improve on their first scores. 
Keith being the exception in FAI. His DZ sounded a little rough to me and quit on the final spin 
necessitating a deadstick landing. He did this completely unruffled although his final turn into the 
strip was a little late. Bill Michie improved to second position in this round with Andy still retaining 
first but with a smaller margin. Ray Burbridge I took the lead in Standard as  Neil faded a little and 
scored a promo at the same time. Brian of course was still in the lead in Masters with a steadily 
increasing score
After lunch we swapped judges again back to Bob Ailles and Brian Ball and the sun was out quite 
nicely now. Due to the position of the sun we moved the flighline through 90 degrees which seemed 
to be very popular, as the pilots no longer had to contend with the 90-degree crosswind blowing 
them in.
Again the scores followed the previous pattern in FAI with George showing the most improvement. 
But the other two also displaying their best flying of the comp.
In Seniors Andy just kept Bill at bay with both of them scoring promo points and young Alistair 
suffering a cut shortly after take-off to void the round. Ken Moss improved his score considerably 
but was still unable to make any headway in catching some of the others but scoring exactly the 
same as Adrian, and with Barry just ahead.

Warboys 27th July 2003
Pos Name Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Total

FAI
� Keith Jackson 476.5 46� 505.5 982

2 Richard Chistopher 466 432.5 47� 937

3 George Drever 339 367 424.5 79�.5

Masters
� Brian Hoare 33�.5 356 428 784

Senior
� Andy Waterhouse 387 342 337.5 729

2 Alistair Michie 349.5 3�7 E/C 665.5

3 Bill Michie 3�8.5 326.5 336.5 663

4 Barry Macleod 324 3�3.5 329.5 653.5

5 Adrian Harrison 3�0.5 286.5 32� 63�.5

6 Ken Moss 256.5 283.5 32� 604.5

7 Russel Aisbit 26� 2�2.5 289.5 550.5

8 Micheal Binnersley 263.5 22� 232.5 496

Standard
� Neil Scratchley 24�.5 227 244 485.5

2 Ray Burbridge 232.5 238 20�.5 470.5

3 Alan Connelly 207.5 220 �90.5 427.5

4 Keith C Baker �96.5 �59.5 �70.5 367

5 Mel Garlick �57 �28 �5�.5 308.5

Standard was much the same as before with Neil easily ahead of the pack. I think nerves still are a 
major factor with the Standard pilots until they start to achieve some success and then they realise 
that we all have the same problems but we just deal with it in different ways.
So the final results were in.

Keith wins FAI
Brian wins Masters ( and why wouldn’t he )
Andy wins Seniors
Neil wins Standard.

There were a total of nine promotion scores this year 
and some very tidy flying. I might even have a go again 
myself next year, who knows. I was really pleased with 
entry level and had to restrict it to �7 fliers. Its good to 
see the local comps back in favour again after the last 
couple of leaner years.
My grateful thanks to the judges Bob and Brian and also 
Jon and Alan and to our two  lady scorers beavouring 
away all day ( Jayne and Pat )and to the Ramsey club for 
allowing us to use their site.
Finally thanks again to all the pilots for entering and turning up in the rain and making it such an 
enjoyable one for all of us. I wish each of you  a successful year and look forward to seeing you all 
again next year.
Clive Whitwood

Neil Scratchley
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Bedford Competition 10th August 2003
With �8 entries, it was essential to get an early start to complete 3 rounds on a very 
hot day.  It turned out to be the hottest day of the year - we only completed 2 rounds 
before the weather changed to very windy conditions with only the third round of FAI 
completed.

FAI - Richard Christopher flew well narrowly beating John Harrop by one point with 
George Drever in third place.

Masters - Only one pilot - Brian Hoare who also flew well.

Seniors - Out of seven entries, 4 pilots obtained promotion points with Andy Water-
house �st, Bill Michie 2nd and Barry Macleod 3rd.

Standard - Neil Scratchley �st with promotion points, Clive Grisold 2nd and Alan Con-
nelly in 3rd place.

Many thanks to Alan Wild, Richard Christopher and John Harrop for judging. Hopefully, 
we will see you all again next year.

Brian Ball.

Pos Name Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Total
FAI

� Richard Christopher 46�.00 47�.00 456.00 932.00
2 John Harrop 466.50 464.00 464.50 93�.00
3 George Drever 4�3.00 4�9.50 396.50 832.50

Master
� Brian Hoare 382.00 343.50 - 725.50

Senior
� Andrew Waterhouse 368.00 373.00 - 74�.00
2 Bill Michie 355.00 360.00 - 7�5.00
3 Barry Macleod 342.00 350.00 - 692.00
4 Alistair Michie 3�5.50 353.00 - 668.50
5 Adrian Harrison 3�0.00 327.50 - 637.50
6 Russel Aisbitt 248.00 249.50 - 497.50
7 Ken Moss 338.00 - 338.00

Standard
� Neil Scratchley 237.50 246.00 - 483.50
2 Clive Grisold 238.00 226.50 - 464.50
3 Alan Connelly 2�4.00 205.00 - 4�9.00
4 Ray Burbidge �84.00 �93.50 - 377.50
5 Keith Baker �86.00 �83.50 - 369.50
6 Chris Cutting �23.50 �37.50 - 26�.00
7 Mel Garlick �58.50 - - �58.50

Model-Mate - A solution to a problem
I often see fishermen walking along the riverbank, loaded to the teeth with every 
conceivable angling implement that they own. It is quite often the same scenario 
when we go flying. On the actual flight line, the amount of equipment needed is 
quite small and other items that are a rarity in use can be left in the car or at a 
more permanent base away from the ready box.

Hence the decision to produce my own simplified flight box, the Model-Mate.

Features of it are:

• Light weight for it’s size

• Stable base area (19” wide, 22” long)

• Designed to accommodate up to 2m 
models (Enigma shown)

• Storage area sufficient for starter, 
battery, glo-start etc

• Self coloured plastic construction

• Lay-flat handle for ease of transport 
(not shown above)

• 15mm thick supports to help prevent 
damage to the model

People that have seen the original on 
the flight line have passed favourable 
comments about it and suggested that 
I make it known to the membership, 
hence the short article. 

If anyone requires further information, do not hesitate to contact me on 01302 
886279 or dunnhome2@btopenworld.com

Steve Dunning
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GBRCAA Domestic Competition League Table 2003 (Updated 23rd September 2003)

Pilot Class Total Skelbrooke 
�3th April

Mansfield 
25th May

Ashbourne 
�5th June

Newmarket 
30th June

Total number of entrants: �5 �7 �8 �2

Keith Jackson FAI 5� �3
Dave Matthias FAI 5� �3 �3
Richard Christopher FAI 43 ��
Sam Wragg FAI 39 9
Phil Turton FAI 32 �2 9
John Harrop FAI 32 ��
George Drever FAI 27 9
Brandon Ransley FAI �6
Kevin Caton FAI �2
Richard Welch FAI �� ��
Arthus Silsby FAI �0 �0
Simon Johnsonn FAI 7

M. Hoyland Master 69 �2 �5 �4
Brian Hoare Master 63 �0 7
Gerry Scothern Master 45 9 �0
Stephen Simm Master 39 �2
Stuart Mellor Master 37 �3 8
Brian Gasgoine Master �9 ��
Hubert Pritchard Master 9

Barry Macleod Senior 83 �6 �8
Ken Moss Senior 74 �7 �2 �4
Andrew Waterhouse Senior 65 �4
Adrian Harrison Senior 63 �5 �4 8
Bill Michie Senior 62 �2
Ashley Hoyland Senior 53 �3 8 �2
Alistair Michie Senior 50 �0
Steve Dunning Senior 49 9 7 �6
Russel Asbitt Senior 44 8
Martin Uttely Senior 42 8 �0
Nigel Clayton Senior 38 �0 9
Eddy Scott Senior 32 �� 9
Steve Kent Senior 23
Gary Peacock Senior �9
Michael Binnersley Senior �8 9

Neil Scratchley Standard 6� �5
Steve Kent Standard 46 �0 �2 ��
Clive Grisold Standard 38 �2
Alan Connelly Standard 37 �3
Ray Burbidge Standard 35 ��
Chris Bond Standard 32
Chris Cutting Standard 27 7
Keith Baker Standard 27 9
Mel Garlick Standard 23
Andrew Rake Standard �0 �0
Jed Lawson Standard 9

Andrew Meek Sportsman 57 �2
Tom Bootyman Sportsman 56 �0 �� �0
Trevor Plumbe Sportsman �2 �2
Richard Lemaire Sportsman ��
David Drummond Sportsman 9
Paul Furze Sportsman 9

(Based on best 5 scores in season) 5� Pilots
Skelbrooke 
30th June

Larks            
5th July

Warboys 
27th July

Huddersfield 
3rd August

Bedford 
�0th August

Mansfield 
24th August

Skelbrooke 7th 
September

�8 �8 �7 �2 �8 �6 �9

�4 �3 ��
�3 �2

8 �� �3
�� 9 �0

��
�0 ��

9
�6
�2

7

�5 �0 �� �2 �3
�3 �2 �� �3 �� �4 ��
7 �0 9

�� �6
9 7

8
9
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MANSFIELD - AUGUST 24th 2003
It seemed strange driving to the club field today as we are usually on our way to 
Barkston Heath for the second day of the Nationals but the sun was shining, just a 
gentle breeze what more could we ask for? 

F.A.I. had just two competitors Dave Matthias and Sam Wragg. During his first 
flight, Dave’s engine cut due to a change of fuel. After filling his tank with his usual 
brew he went on to win with two very good scores with his trusty Larimar/Webra 
but Sam flew with his usual panache and thoroughly enjoyed himself

Masters had another good turnout from the host club as well as the most entrants 
in any class. Stephen Simm led from the start but Brian Hoare pulled out all the 
stops for a good third flight to finish second, with Matthew Hoyland finishing third 
despite having engine problems with his Synergy/YS which resulted in an aborted 
take-off on his final flight. Stuart Mellor’s engine cut on his landing approach after 
his second flight and was very lucky to get away with a scuffed cowl/belly pan and 
detached rudder on his Akuma.

Senior again saw some extremely good flying and close scores with Barry Macleod 
taking the honours with his Odyssey/YS140L with Ken Moss in second place while in 
third place was Steve Kent with a big smile on his face as this was his first comp in 
this class. All three gaining promotion points as well! 

Only one competitor entered in Standard class, but despite this, Chris Bond flew as 
though there was more than him competing 

MANSFIELD RESULTS

Place Name Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Best 2

FAI

1 Dave Matthias 285.0 491.5 500.0 991.5

2 Sam Wragg 427.5 445.0 465.5 910.5

MASTERS

1 Stephen Simm 394.0 438.5 454.0 892.5

2 Brian Hoare 338.5 384.0 429.5 813.5

3 Matthew Hoyland 385.5 426.5 0.0 812.0

4 Gerry Scothern 372.5 399.0 382.0 781.0

5 Brian Gascoigne 353.0 380.0 360.5 740.5

6 Stuart Mellor 378.5 340.0 0.0 718.5

SENIOR

1 Barry Macleod 297.0 334.5 371.0 705.5

2 Ken Moss 302.5 312.5 382.5 695.0

3 Steve Kent 324.0 285.5 358.0 682.0

4 Adrian Harrison 282.0 303.0 347.0 650.0

5 Ashley Hoyland 294.5 296.0 327.5 623.5

STANDARD

1 Chris Bond 164.5 189.0 176.0 365.0

SPORTSMAN

1 Tom Bootyman 136.0 159.5 139.5 299.0

2 Andrew Meek 128.0 139.0 123.0 267.0

MANSFIELD	MODEL	&	EQUIPMENT	SPECS

MODEL ENGINE PROP FUEL/NITRO U/C RADIO

Dave	Matthias Larimar Webra 145 Aar 16*14 Apc Coolpower 30% Rhom Air J.R.

Sam	Wragg Smaragd YS 140 L 15*12 Apc Wildcat 30% Giezendanner J.R.

Brian	Hoare Smaragd Webra 145 16*14 Apc Bekra 20% Fixed Futaba FF9

Stephen	Simm Ariel YS 120 SC 15*12 Apc Irvine Champ 20% Spring Air JR Pcm 10x

Gerry	Scothern Akuma OS 140 Rx 16*14 Apc K-mix 15% Mech. Retracts Futaba FF8

Matthew	Hoyland Synergy YS 140 L 15*12 Apc Irvine Yam. 20/20 Fixed JR Pcm 10x

Brian	Gascoigne Zen 120 OS 140 Rx 16*14 Apc K-mix 10% Mech. Retracts Futaba ZAP

Stuart	Mellor Akuma OS 140 Rx 16*14 Apc Own Mix 15% Mech. Retracts Futaba ZAP

Chris	Bond Excelsior 150 OS 91 Surpass 13*8 Apc 10% Spring Air JR 388S

Andrew	Meek Swallow OS 120 14*10 Apc Irvine Contest 10% Fixed Futaba

Tom	Bootyman Excelsior 177 Super Tigre 90 14*10 Apc Irvine Contest 10% Mech. Retracts Futaba FF9

Barry	Macleod Odyssey YS 140 L 15*13 Apc Coolpower 30% Mech. Retracts Futaba ZAP

Steve	Kent Loaded Dice 2s OS 91 Fx 14*10 Apc Irvine Champ 20% Fixed JR 3810

Ken	Moss Angels Shadow YS 140 L 15*13 Apc Coolpower 30% Fixed JR 388S

Ashley	Hoyland Excelsior 2000 OS 140 Rx 16*14 Apc Own Mix 10% Mech. Retracts JR

Adrian	Harrison Synergy YS 140 Dz 16*12 Apc Coolpower 30% Fixed Futaba

In Sportsman, Tom Bootyman 
from the Mansfield Club took 
the honours with his Excelsior 
177/Super Tigre 90, with 
Andrew Meek taking second 
place with his Flair Swallow.

Many thanks to the judges, John 
and Richard Howarth who are 
now much appreciated regulars 
at this venue’s competitions 
and to Dave Matthias and Sam 
Wragg for judging three rounds 
of Senior so that we could have 
non-stop flying and finally to 
Steve Dunning for obtaining the 
trophies

Trevor Plumbe – C.D

Brian Hoare with his trusty Smaragd
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81,STATION ROAD.LANGLEY MILL
NOTTS. NG16 4DU.

TEL.01773 717336 / FAX.01773 713051
E-MAIL hewittjohn@talk21.com

F3A UK BUILDING FOR YOUR SUCCESS!

F3A UK are proud to announce that we are now a ZN LINE distributor.
F3A UK have learnt through experience in aerobatic flying exactly what is 
required from entry at standard level through to achieving masters status.

We here at F3A UK treat every pilot as an individual and tailor our 
services to your needs.

F3A UK offers a full building service leaving you free to put in 
that all important practice.

All ZN and PL kits come with carbon/nomex former kits and 
carbon endgrain balsa bulk-heads.

All building work is done in house.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
9am-9pm

F3A UK THE ALTERNATIVE !!

ZN LINE KITS

IT’S A WORLD’S FIRST
F3A UK has built the first two production Synergy 140 3D.

ENIGMA
Carbon / kevlar (price on asking)
SYNERGY
Carbon / kevlar (price on asking)
EVOLIS. 
Carbon / kevlar £ 530.00
ALLIANCE
Carbon / kevlar £ 530.00 
CAPRICE
Carbon / kevlar £ 530.00
MAJESTIC
Carbon / kevlar  £ 590.00

LARGE MODELS
EXTRA 330S
Carbon / kevlar, 3mtr span, engine capacity 150cc (D/A 150), carbon u/c,
Carbon former kit  £ 1,175.00

EXTRA 330S
Carbon / kevlar, 2.5mtr span, engine capacity 100cc (D/A 100), Carbon u/c, 
Carbon former kit.  £ 750.00

ALL KITS COME WITH ALL 
FLYING SURFACES COVERED 
IN CONTEST GRADE BALSA 

AND FIXED U/C
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PL PROD
All PL Prod kits come with all flying surfaces, covered with contest grade 
balsa and fixed u/c.

SMARAGD
Carbon / kevlar  £560.00

EXCELLENCE
Carbon / kevlar   £530.00

EXTRA 330s
Carbon / kevlar, 3m span, engine capacity 150(D/A150)  £1,145.00

ENGINES

PIPES
Hatori 698 £120.50
Greave pipe 4 stroke £69.00
Greave pipe 2 stroke £69.00

TETTRA
14oz tank £8.80
16oz tank £9.90
20oz tank £11.00
Fuel Tee’s £4.10
Fuel dots £4.50
Switch bracket £7.35
Black 55mm wheel (each)  £14.27
Red 55mm wheel (each) £14.27
Angle push-rod £3.00
Straight push-rod £4.00

APC 
14 x13  £11.50
15x11  £11.50
15x12  £11.50
15x13 £11.50
15X14  £11.50
15X14N  £11.50
15.5X13N  £11.50
16X10  £11.50
16X11  £11.50
16X13  £11.50
16X14  £11.50
16X16  £11.50
17X12  £11.50
14.5X12F/B  £19.95
15.5X12F/B  £19.95

ZN
Anodised horns (L) £11.50
Anodised horns (M) £11.50
Anodised horns (S) £11.50
Pull-pull wheel £15.00
70mm spinner £38.50
76mm spinner £42.10
82mm spinner £42.10
98mm spin.carbon £62.50
113mm spin.carbon £68.00
127mm spin.carbon £74.50
152mm spin.carbon £92.95

PL  
Anodised horns (L) £11.50
Anodised horns (S) £11.50
85mm spin.carbon £47.50

DUBRO
4-40 ball link  £2.96
4-40 pull-pull system  £6.75
Servo horn set  £10.50
T-style horns (L)  £4.95
 
GATOR 
Stab adjuster kit  £10.95
Wing adjuster kit  £13.95
Wing tube set 7/8x24”   £20.85
Gator mount rubbers  £6.55
 
TRU-TURN SPINNERS
2.1/2” FAI  £25.50
2.1/2” FAI (LBP)  £33.50
2.3/4” FAI (LBP)  £33.50

YS 
NEW !! YS 140 DINGO   £395.00 
YS 140L £365.00 
NEW !! YS110 £310.00
YS 91 £260.00 
YS 63 £216.00 
YS 140 FZ2 £360.00

ENGINE MOUNTS
Gator soft & safe   £40.97
Hyde 140 £ 118.00
Hyde 140ARIA £ 150.00
NEW!!
PL mount for YS 140 £ 150.00
NEW!!
ZN mount for YS 140 £ 150.00

MANIFOLDS
Hatori YS 120/140 £ 29.50
Hatori YS 91 £ 29.50
Hatori YS 63 £ 29.50
Hatori OS 160 £ 22.90
Hatori OS 140 RX £ 36.50

OS
OS 140F1 £850.00
WEBRA
145R £315.50
D/A PETROL ENGINES
D/A 150 £1,145.00
D/A 100 £895.00
D/A 50 £489.00

HATORY
Silicone tail pipe £7.95

CFE
YS 140 nose ring £ 9.95
OS 140 nose ring £ 10.95
YS 140 air filter £ 19.50

RETRACTS
Supra DX 60         £ 41.90
Supra DX 200
(Titanium legs) £ 99.50
Giezendanner £139.95
Titanium legs £ 19.75
3/16 DX legs £ 10.95
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MK
Gear linkage  £9.65
Suspension axles  £44.50
Tail wheel  £13.50
Dual coupler (S)  £24.99
Dual coupler (L)  £24.99
55mm wheels  £8.95
2.5mm BB servo-ends   £6.39
2.5mm BB horn ends  £6.39
3 mm BB servo-ends    £6.39
3 mm BB horn ends £6.39
YS header mount £21.95
OS header mount £25.95
Alloy horns Plastic base (S)  £5.50
Alloy horns Plastic base (M)  £5.50
2.5mm ball joints  £4.20
Remote glow plug set  £13.70

2.5mm Push rods:
100-110mm £5.95
110-120mm £5.95
120-130mm £5.95
140-150mm £5.95
160-170mm £5.95

3mm Push rods:
100-110mm £5.95
110-120mm £5.95
120-130mm £5.95
140-150mm £5.95
160-170mm £5.95

 

BUILDING MATERIALS
300mm x 300mm end grain-carbon 
balsa  £21.00
300mm x 300mm nomex Panel 
(glass skin)  £15.00 
300mm x 300mm nomex panel 
(carbon skin) £23.00
 
LEAK FREE GASKET
YS 140  £15.95

FUTABA RADIO GEAR

9 ZAP W/C 2 combo    £950.00

9102 servo  £52.00 9402 servo £58.50
9202 servo  £44.00 9204 servo  £58.50
136G servo  £34.50 3101 servo  £21.50

DIGITAL SERVOS

9150 low profile  £71.50   9151 9.5 kg £85.50

FULL RANGE OF ACCESSORIES IN STOCK
i.e.  battery packs, switches, extensions, etc.
 

NEW ! NEW ! NEW ! NEW ! NEW ! NEW ! NEW ! NEW !

• ZN Synergy 90 3D ARTF
• ZN Synergy 140 3D
• ZN Line Madness II
• ZN Line Suxess 3D
• PL Lazulite
• PL Partner
• PL Fiesta 3D
• Asano carbon pipes for 2 and 4 stroke (very light)
• Asano flexible manifold for YS
• Asano flexible manifold for OS 
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SKELBROOKE 7th September 2003
After a week of weather forecasts that were predicting a poor Sunday, the assembled pilots could not 
believe their luck with a glorious September day for the final Skelbrooke comp of the year.
Several pilots’ were attending for the first time, notably the Essex crowd, Bill and Ali Michie, returning 
to the fold, Garry Peacock and previous entrant, Eddy Scott.
Flying started at 9.30 and a full day of flying was required due to entry of, initially 2, but then dropped 
to �9, still a large entry for one flight line. Pilots were asked to cooperate and not to delay between 
flights and that they did and all flying ceased at 5.00pm after 3 long rounds. Pilots Garry Peacock and 
Phil Turton performed judging duties for part of round 2, giving Pete Cappleman and Dave Scoles a 
well-earned break.
Some clarification is required regarding the Cuban Eight in the Sportsman schedule as pilots have 
been flying it two different ways, both with and without rolls. At the end of the day, the judges allowed 
pilots to fly how they had practised with a view to sorting the problem out at the AGM. My interpretation 
and that of Stuart Mellors is that it should have rolls, if not, is it not a horizontal eight?  (Editor’s note: 
There are no 45° lines in a Horizontal Eight but you can have a Cuban Eight with no rolls.  A full 
description of the manoeuvres in the Sportsman schedule and ribbon diagram was in Jan/Feb issue of 
Aerobatics News and is on the GRRCAA website. I hope this clarifies. Ed)
Not wishing to give a blow by blow account of each flight, the most hotly contested class was again 
Senior and with so many in contention, I kept the suspense going until the prize giving. Bill Michie 
came out on top with Garry Peacock in second place. Garry had not flown in competition for 9 years 
and so was rightly pleased with his achievement. Third place was taken by Barry Macleod who had to 
dash off home at the end to deal with a incident between a Kestrel and his cat.
Many thanks again to Dave, Pete, Garry and Phil for judging and to Trevor Plumbe for totting up a lot 
of the scores.  
Dates have been set for the corresponding weekends in 2004 so get your entries in, it looks like being 
a series of busy comps!!!  These will be ��th April, 27th June and 5th September.

Pos. Name Class Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 TOTAL
� Phil Turton FAI 385 E/C 39�.5 776.5

� Matthew Hoyland Master 43� 422 4�2.5 853

2 Brian Hoare Master 363.5 405 4�9.5 825

3 Gerry Scothern Master 308 370.5 296.5 678.5

� Bill Michie Senior 287.5 322.5 325.5 648

2 Gary Peacock Senior 324 299.5 306.5 630.5

3 Barry Macleod Senior 30�.5 3�3 288 6�4.5

4 Ken Moss Senior 224 3�3 28� 594

5 Alistair Michie Senior 244.5 320 27�.5 59�.5

6 Steve Kent Senior 25�.5 285 272.5 557.5

7 Nigel Clayton Senior 243 297 238 540

8 Adrian Harrison Senior 25� �02.5 263.5 5�4.5

9 Russell Aisbitt Senior �97 24�.5 26� 502.5

�0 Eddy Scott Senior 208.5 268 225.5 493.5

�� Ashley Hoyland Senior �86.5 230 256 486

� Chris Bond Standard �64 �85 �56 349

� Tom Bootyman Sportsman �38 �37 �42 280

2 Andrew Meek Sportsman ��2.5 �43.5 ��6 259.5

3 Paul Furze Sportsman ��2 �26 �04.5 238

Results from The Triple Crown Home International event 
held at Glenrothes, Scotland on 6th & 7th September 2003

Round 
1

Round 
2

Round 
3

Round 
4

Scotland

Angus Balfour 993.5� 989.30 �000.00 �000.00

Malcolm Balfour 940.99 277.53 989.3� 949.97

Steve Burgess 996.�� 975.46 985.53 949.97

Bill Allison 959.79 8�8.75 900.00 895.56

Total: 2949.42 2783.5� 2974.84 2899.94 8824.20 = 1st 
Place

England

Keith Jackson �000.00 �000.00 996.23 99�.87

Dave Matthias 946.�7 954.06 945.28 96�.85

Sam Wragg 859.27 904.34 893.7� 90�.�9

Richard Christopher 907.9� 9�4.4� 930.�9 898.06

Total: 2854.09 2868.47 287�.70 2854.9� 8595.08 = 2nd 
Place

Ireland

Nial O’Sullivan 84�.76 89�.76 899.37 888.68

Conor Buckley 872.24 862.8� 844.65 82�.76

Brian Buckley 797.02 777.85 802.52 8�4.88

Brian Carolan 8�4.53 8�8.75 829.56 477.�7

Total: 2528.53 2573.32 2573.58 2525.33 7675.44 = 3rd 
Place

International

Justin Meadows 624.5� 874.76 788.68 868.67

Steven Currie 804.�5 90.62 797.48 49�.56

Justin Meadows 2 803.50 7�7.43 835.22 859.29

Steven Currie 2 843.7� 8�3.72 778.62 732.33

Total: 245�.36 2405.92 242�.38 2460.29 7333.03 = 4th 
Place

Lowest team member score dropped in each round. Lowest round score dropped for 
each team.
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CPLR Does it Again!
Results from the F3A World Champs in Poland

Finals
Place Competitor Country Total

1 Ch. PAYSANT-LE ROUX FRA 2000.0000

2 Quique SOMENZINI ARG 1940.2614

3 Chip HYDE USA 1939.1889

4 Tetsuo ONDA JPN 1917.9665

5 Yoichiro AKIBA JPN 1899.0825

6 Masato KUSAMA JPN 1889.2643

7 Jason SHULMAN USA 1885.1951

8 Roland MATT LIE 1868.5992

9 Bernd BESCHORNER GER 1856.1221

10 Wolfgang MATT LIE 1786.2159

Semi	Finals
Place Competitor Country Total Place Competitor Country Total

1 Ch. PAYSANT-LE ROUX FRA 2000.0 16 Guenther ULSAMER GER 1785.6

2 Chip HYDE USA 1979.9 17 Luca FRIGGERI ITA 1784.7

3 Quique SOMENZINI ARG 1960.1 18 Florent ROCHEDIEU FRA 1770.1

4 Jason SHULMAN USA 1927.2 19 Ewald TRUMPP GER 1765.3

5 Roland MATT LIE 1914.2 20 Alfred PYE AUS 1744.3

6 Yoichiro AKIBA JPN 1904.5 21 Markus ZEINER AUT 1744.3

7 Bernd BESCHORNER GER 1873.3 22 Ola FREMMING NOR 1733.5

8 Masato KUSAMA JPN 1868.5 23 H. DANKSAGMUELLER AUT 1724.4

9 Tetsuo ONDA JPN 1865.4 24 Bernhard SCHADEN SUI 1721.6

10 Wolfgang MATT LIE 1855.8 25 Erich FILGAS AUT 1706.6

11 Sean McMURTRY USA 1847.7 26 Benoit DIERICKX BEL 1706.5

12 Marco BENINCASA ITA 1842.2 27 Philippe MARQUET BEL 1705.3

13 Stephane CARRIER FRA 1813.9 28 Christian HANS BEL 1686.3

14 Patrick DRACK SUI 1800.7 29 Stephen CORAM AUS 1654.6

15 Sebastiano SILVESTRI ITA 1800.6 30 Lau ALEX HKG 1608.7

Preliminary	Rounds
Place Competitor Country Total Place Competitor Country Total

1 Ch. PAYSANT-LE ROUX FRA 2997.5 49 Finn LERAGER DEN 2399.4

2 Quique SOMENZINI ARG 2963.2 50 Nicolas GEORGIADES CYP 2398.3

3 Chip HYDE USA 2937.1 51 Adam GLATT CAN 2374.2

4 Jason SHULMAN USA 2866.3 52 Lau CHI WING HKG 2360.9

5 Roland MATT LIE 2855.2 53 Han MAN HO KOR 2340.3

Absolutely Shocking!
Anyone following activities at the recent F3A World Championships in Poland cannot 
fail to have noticed US team member Jason Shulman, was flying an electric powered 
Rhapsody.  This is not the first electric model to be flown at a world champs, but the 
fact that Jason placed 4th in the prelims & semi finals, and 7th in the finals, indicates 
that the power train used was very competitive and for me at least, was a real eye 
opener.
Details are as follows:

Plane: Rhapsody (http://www.f3alorenz.de/) 
Motor: Hacker Brushless C50 �4XL 6.7:� (http://www.hackerbrushless.com)
Controller: Jeti/Hacker Master 77
Batteries: Thunder Power �0S3P 6�00mAh 42V Li-Poly  

(http://espritmodel.com/accesories_batteries.html#LiPol)
Prop: APC 22x�2E
Radio: Futaba 9Z WCII
Servos: Ail/Elv 9650 Digi, Rud 9�5� Digi
Rx: �48DP
Radio Battery: Duralite �900 Li-Ion w/reg 6V

Think for a second of the advantages of an electric F3A model: no engine to start 
- just switch & go; no more engine cuts; little or no vibration - there’s a weight saving 
potential here + radio gear & airframe should last longer; no more 30% nitro fuel bills; 
no more oily wrags, just clean, quiet flight! 
Interesting thing about the noise: Jason’s model was clocking 92-93dB on the ground 
(mostly tip noise), just inside the 94dB limit but was very quiet once in the air. 
OK, the technology has now arrived to enable competitive electric F3A at the highest 
level and I’m certain it will catch on, maybe in a big way given time. BUT like all 
new technology, high 
performance comes at a 
price.  The Li-Poly battery 
packs currently cost $700 
each and you’re going to 
need at least 2 packs.  Yes, 
there had to be a downside 
didn’t there!  
If cost is not a problem then 
I am told you can expect “�5 
minutes duration with �40DZ 
type power - AWESOME”.

In the following pages, I 
have included the complete 
W/C results and hope to 
have a full report from our 
team for the next Aerobatics 
News.

Well done Team GB!

Alan Simmonds
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46 Bernt OLSSON SWE 2446.2 94 Morten LAUGESEN DEN 657.1
47 Daniel NIETO ARG 2437.6 95 Kaan S. GUNER TUR 570.4

48 Keith	JACKSON GBR 2400.1 96 Henrique CRUZ BRA 0.0

Individual	Results	of	Juniors	-	unofficial	classification

Place Competitor Country Total

1 Tetsuo ONDA JPN 2808.6

2 Stephane CARRIER FRA 2725.9

3 Nicolas GEORGIADES CYP 2398.3

4 Adam GLATT CAN 2374.2

5 Han MAN HO KOR 2340.3

6 Sergey BUTUZOV RUS 2287.2

7 Malcolm	BALFOUR GBR 2240.5

8 Geoffrey BAINATHSAH SUR 1679.5

9 Henrique CRUZ BRA 0.0

TEAM	Results
Place TEAM Total Place TEAM Total

1 USA 8639.9 19 KOREA 7051.0

2 FRANCE 8399.5 20 CZECH REPUBLIC 6640.2

3 JAPAN 8372.1 21 RUSSIA 6482.1

4 GERMANY 8298.1 22 FINLAND 5867.2

5 LIECHTENSTEIN 8151.9 23 CYPRUS 5755.5

6 ITALY 8086.2 24 SURINAME 5501.0

7 ARGENTINA 7961.3 25 POLAND 5461.0

8 AUSTRIA 7935.1 26 DENMARK 5310.8

9 SWITZERLAND 7808.2 27 UKRAINE 4877.2

10 BEGIUM 7769.7 28 PORTUGAL 4676.8

11 AUSTRALIA 7751.7 29 IRELAND 4468.2

12 PEOPLE’S REP. of CHINA 7575.4 30 TURKEY 4209.3

13 SWEDEN 7433.0 31 CHINESE TAIPEI 3491.3

14 NETHERLANDS 7325.5 32 BELARUS 2904.8

15 NORWAY 7196.1 33 SAN MARINO 2338.8

16 CANADA 7176.9 34 NEW ZEALAND 2128.3

17 GREAT	BRITAIN 7103.3 35 BRASIL 1719.7

18 HONG KONG,CHINA 7091.7

6 Sean McMURTRY USA 2836.5 54 Massimo SELVA SMR 2338.8

7 Yoichiro AKIBA JPN 2835.8 55 Shane ROBINSON IRL 2331.7

8 Wolfgang MATT LIE 2825.7 56 Knut Widar FRANTZEN NOR 2330.9

9 Tetsuo ONDA JPN 2808.6 57 Daniel VENABLES CAN 2312.1
10 Sebastiano SILVESTRI ITA 2795.7 58 Ales ZAPLETAL CZE 2304.4
11 Bernd BESCHORNER GER 2793.4 59 Fred DE WIT NED 2289.9
12 Ewald TRUMPP GER 2783.3 60 Sergey BUTUZOV RUS 2287.2
13 Marco BENINCASA ITA 2729.7 61 Torkil HATTEL DEN 2254.3

14 Masato KUSAMA JPN 2727.6 62 Malcolm	BALFOUR GBR 2240.5

15 Stephane CARRIER FRA 2725.9 63 Rui FERREIRA POR 2223.4
16 Guenther ULSAMER GER 2721.4 64 Victor MANDRIKA RUS 2213.4
17 H. DANKSAGMUELLER AUT 2705.8 65 Lars SEMB NOR 2211.7
18 Patrick DRACK SUI 2685.5 66 Jan SOUCEK CZE 2188.6
19 Florent ROCHEDIEU FRA 2676.2 67 Lee DONG HEE KOR 2180.3
20 Ola FREMMING NOR 2653.6 68 Markus AALTONEN FIN 2154.7
21 Alfred PYE AUS 2630.0 69 Ondrej MATULA CZE 2147.2
22 Markus ZEINER AUT 2615.0 70 Li HUNG KAY HKG 2146.5
23 Erich FILGAS AUT 2614.3 71 Lech MULLER POL 2140.9
24 Philippe MARQUET BEL 2605.7 72 Paul HOULIHAN IRL 2136.5
25 Bernhard SCHADEN SUI 2603.6 73 Steve ALEXANDER NZL 2128.3
26 Christian HANS BEL 2595.3 74 Jacek SWIDEREK POL 2120.6
27 Lau ALEX HKG 2584.3 75 Tuomas TANSKA FIN 2033.1
28 Benoit DIERICKX BEL 2568.8 76 Sergey DANILOV RUS 1981.5
29 Stephen CORAM AUS 2566.6 77 Valeriy MAKAROV UKR 1942.2
30 Luca FRIGGERI ITA 2560.8 78 John BAINATHSAH SUR 1917.0
31 Marcelo COLOMBO ARG 2560.5 79 Freddy HAGENS SUR 1904.4
32 Danny VAN VLIET NED 2557.1 80 Apostolos PRASTITIS CYP 1860.5
33 Bill BLOODWORTH AUS 2555.1 81 Lin CHIH HUI TPE 1834.8
34 Zhiyong DUAN CHN 2538.3 82 Mesut SUBAKAN TUR 1823.7
35 Weiguo LI CHN 2537.0 83 Ugur BOZDUMAN TUR 1815.2
36 Kim SUNG NAM KOR 2530.4 84 Vladimir STUPAK UKR 1801.4
37 David LUNDSTROM SWE 2519.9 85 Marcos RESENDE BRA 1719.7
38 Daniel KOCH SUI 2519.0 86 Geoffrey BAINATHSAH SUR 1679.5
39 Aiqiang LIU CHN 2500.1 87 Erkko SAVIARO FIN 1679.4

40 Chad NORTHEAST CAN 2490.6 88 Chen CENG FENG TPE 1656.6

41 Frank VAN LEEUWEN NED 2478.4 89 Alexandr HURYLIOV BLR 1498.4
42 Nick SCHADLER LIE 2471.0 90 Demetris SAVVA CYP 1496.7
43 Anders JOHANSSON SWE 2466.9 91 Viktar VERBAVENKA BLR 1406.4

44 Angus	BALFOUR GBR 2462.6 92 Jacek SZCZEPANIAK POL 1199.4

45 Bruno HELENO POR 2453.4 93 Yuriy BAIBARZA UKR 1133.6
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COMPUTERS?
 If you’re looking for a computer system, before you spend in the high street 

why not talk to us. We specialise in systems built to your needs and budget. 

Established for 9 years we can supply systems at lower than shop price and 

offer expert advice with top quality systems. 

Examples: AMD Motherboard 128MB RAM, 30GB HDDrive, 8-32MB AGP Video, 56 Speed CD Rom, 

Sound and speakers, 17”VGA Monitor, 1.44 Floppy, 56k Modem, Keyboard, Netscroll Mouse, WINXP HE  

and UK delivery!!

Processors as follows:-

AMD Duron 1200 £504.30 Inc VAT

AMD Athlon 1 Gig £519.80 Inc VAT

AMD XP1800 1.53G £544.47 Inc VAT

AMD XP2100 1.73G £568.50 Inc VAT

INTEL P4    1.8G £617.47 Inc VAT

INTEL P4    2G £635.15 Inc VAT

 Add 16x DVD + £44.50  or 40x12x48 CDRW for Just £68.00!!

Range of IBM ,Toshiba, and Dell Laptops with prices as low as £350 

Please call or view our web site

UPGRADES and parts - sound cards, zip drives, hard disks, SCSI cards, memory, 

networking, printers, scanners, software, etc etc Call for full list or quotation.

All machines with 2 year RTB Warranty.    

Interest FREE credit available for GBRCAA members !!

Call Bob Palmer at:-   ResiSystems Limited 
0870 1628971 Daytime 01325 284206 Evenings

Systems House, 18 Exeter Drive Haughton Grange, Darlington Co Durham DL1 2SE

E email bob@resisystems.co.uk

WEB SITE http://www.resisystems.co.uk/acatalog

Or buy on-line at:-

Http://www.computers-hardware-accessories.com
Prices correct at time of writing though may vary by publication.


